KBA Title: OmniCube Accelerator is Unresponsive

Overview
In some cases, the Accelerator card becomes unresponsive, causing the system to stop operating.

Symptoms
The Accelerator unresponsive state is indicated by an Alarm in in the VCenter alarm window in vSphere
Client.
That error is "SimpliVity Accelerator is unresponsive. Call SimpliVity Support". SVTFS is halted and will not
start.
An operating error condition resulting in lost NIOS heartbeat.

Resolution
1. SSH log into the Virtual Controller and elevate to the root account.
2. Run the following command sequence:
# source /var/tmp/build/bin/appsetup
# rm /var/svtfs/0/nostart

Enable privileged commands.

Remove the nostart file, if it exists.

# insmod /var/tmp/build/drivers/tiadriver.ko

Verify the driver. (Be aware that the driver might

display a message indicating that it exists already.
# tiacli --initializeOmniCubeAcceleratorToManufactureState

Clear the NVRAM back to

manufacturing state,
# tiacli --enableOmniCubeAcceleratorpciereboot
# reboot

Enable PCIE reboot

Reboot the Virtual Controller

3. Wait while the preceding command sequence causes the Virtual Controller to reboot one more time.
4. When the Virtual Controller is fully booted, log back in and check the end of svtfs.log to make sure that the
stack started properly:
# tail –f /var/svtfs/0/log/svtfs.log

5. Verify that the status of SVTFS is start/running, with a valid PID:
# status svtfs
svtfs (0) start/running, process 2323

6. When the stuck is fully started, start guest VMs if they have not already auto-started.
7. Clear the vCenter unresponsive alarm.
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Customer Support
Sequence of Events Leading to the Problem
The following sequence of events occur after the unresponsive
1. The SVTFS exception handler begins the following shutdown and restart process:
alarm:
a. The NVRAM mirror is saved to disk.
b.

Confidential

The state save disable command is sent to the Accelerator. Because of its unresponsive state, the
Accelerator cannot process the command, and the state save record is not closed out correctly.

2. The SVTFS stack's partial reset mechanism resets the Accelerator.

3. After the reset, the Accelerator checks for a valid state restore as part of the normal boot process.
4. Because the previous state save disable command failed to process, it appears that the Accelerator is
enabled for state save but that event never completed. This is interpreted as a state restore failure and
the Accelerator enters into the FATAL state with a state restore status of State_Restore_No_Image.
5. Because of the fatal card state, SVTFS cannot start and the system remains offline.

Diagnosis and Confirmation of the Problem
You require root access to the Virtual Controller. See Support Login Credentials.
1. Verify that the following event message is shown in vSphere Client, and note the message timestamp.
SimpliVity OmniCube Accelerator unresponsive.

2. Optionally, take a Support Capture. See: Federation Troubleshooting - Using Support Capture Archives.
3. Inspect the following logs and accelerator card status. You can do this either from the support capture, or
by examining the live logs:
a.

Examining logs in the Support Capture:
•

SVTFS Log

•

SYSLOG Log

•
b.

(/generalConfig/svtfs/0/log/svtfs.log of the capture)

(/platformVarLog/var/log/syslog of the capture)
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card_status

(/hardware/IA0.txt of the capture)

Examining logs on the Virtual Controller:
•

svtfs.log

(/var/svtfs/0/log/svtfs.log)

•

syslog

•

card_status

(/var/log/syslog)
(load driver and cat /proc/IA0/card_status).

4. Confirm whether the lost NIOS message exists in the syslog:
# grep “IA: Warning: IA0: Lost NIOS heartbeat” /var/log/syslog
# Lost NIOS heartbeat

The timestamp of this message should correspond with the timestamp of the unresponsive alarm in Step
1.
5. Verify that the content of the Accelerator's NVRAM was saved to disk:
# grep "Persisting complete NVRAM image to disk" /var/svtfs/0/log/svtfs.log
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# grep "NVRAM image saved to hard disk" /var/svtfs/0/log/svtfs.log

NOTE: Be aware that for Senna (V2.X) releases, the SVTFS log timestamps are usually 4 hours
ahead of the syslog.
6. Verify that the card status shows the Accelerator in the FATAL state and its State Restore Status is
State_Restore_No_Image.
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a.

If you are examining a support capture, the card_status information is stored in the IA0.txt file.

b.

If you are examining the log on the live Virtual Controller:

# insmod /var/tmp/build/drivers/tiadriver.ko cat /proc/IA0/card_status

The output of the card_status command should contain the following strings:
Nios State:

Fatal Error

State_restore_Status

State_Restore_No_Image

If you verify the Accelerator status through this diagnostic, proceed to the Resolution section to recover the
accelerator. Otherwise, escalate the problem to Platform Engineering for further case analysis and
diagnosis.
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